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dOl'tled by the thousands who annually throPg to the cabinet 
where the SiBtin.e Madonna is now set up in solitary majesty, 
and derive from the study and contemplation of this won
derful work of art not only delightful in.truction, but also 
suggestions of thought and emotion touching the purest and 
deepest chords of our nature. If this has been accomplished, 
to however small an extent, the writer is abundantly satis
fied, trusting that the collection of interesting details relating 
to the painting, scattered over many volumes not readily 
acce88ible, will be welcomed by every admirer of the famous 
Madonna di San Sisto. 

ARTICLE II. 

THE SYNTHETIC OR COSMIC PHILOSOPHY. 

BY 010H!f D~8COK, LL.D., PBESIDBIfT or THB UIfIVEJI8ITY 01' W'ISCOIfII •• 

.As the synthetic philOlOphy, so ealled by Mr. Spencer, or 
cosmic philosophy, as Mr. Fiske prefers to term it, has re
cently received a comprehensive yet compact statement by 
Mr. Fiske, and has been pre.ented in full for a series of 
years by Mr. Spencer, it ia in a position to claim and to 
aooept thorough diacu88ion. Its advocates are Iaborioos, 
discriminating, and able; while their work is the culmination 
of a vigorous and continuous line of philolOphio thought in 
England, extending through more than two centuries, &Ad 
at the same time including much of the most advanced 
scienti& sentiment of the present period. 

There have been but few advocates of any aystem better 
fitted to enlarge, harmonize, compact, and present a philos
ophy than is Mr. Spencer. His powersof analysis and syn
thesis are extraordinary, and his· atyle ia clear, full, and 
plausible in the extreme. The breadth of the topics discussed, 
and his fulnes8 of knowledge in each, enable him to frame 
an argument captivating in matter, and impressing the mind 
with more than ita rell strength. The scope and vigor 
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of Mr. Spencer's discriminating and ~mbining powers are 
sQmething to be proud of, and to be rejoiced in, on the part 
of all who heartily entertain the themes presented. Hit 
candor also is very noteworthy; the candor of a mind too 
much occupied with its own conclWlions, too sure of their 
value, and too able to confirm them by material taken from 
many diverse systems, to feel 'any strong temptation to leave 
its primary constructive labor o.nd enwr on an aggressive, 
destructive one. He pulls down only as he is in search of 
space or material for a new ecillice. Rarely do bitter worda 
escape him. 

Mr. Fiske is an able advocate. His thought and his 
method of presentation are in harmony with those of Mr. 
Spencer. He states the position!! of the philosophy clearly, 
combines them well, enforces them vigorously with new and 
old material. It may be rightly claimed that he does some
thing more than this, and occasionally makes a fresh and 
cardinal point. We do think, however, that he has a little 
of the zeal of a, proselyte, that he bandies too freely about 
the adjectives metaphysical and theologicoJ, in the restricted 
and abusive meaning they have acquired in a limited,school, 
and that there is an assumption, unintended perhaps, but 
none the less real, of /Juperiority in his philosophical attitude, 
that can hardly receive a milder epithet than offensive. Of 
the last and more serious censure we give a few illustrations. 

"This statement, I may ouserve in passing, is well illus
tfated by the abortive attempts of lDissionaries to civilize 
the lower races of manhood by converting them to Chris
tianity." 1 " Though we may, and do, throw overboard the 
whole of the semi-barbaric mythology in which Christianity 
has hitherto been symbolized, we shall find, nevertheless, 
that we have kept 1irmly in our po~S8ion the ethical kemel 
for which Christianity is- deeply valued even by tho~ who 
retain the whole of this mythology." ~ " To him" - that is, 
to hiw who follows intelligently Mr. Fiske's exposition
"the most refined anthrppomorphism to be met with in 

1 COimic Philosopby, Vol. ii. p. lUll. Ilbid. p. 454. 
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current theological treatises will no doubt seem as unsatis
factory as the anthropomorphism of orthodox' revivalists ' 
must seem to Mr. Holum or Mr. Martineau." 1 It is not 
the thought we critioise in these passages; we are struck 
only with the elevation of the writer and the estimate at which 
he holds his fellow citizens in the realm of knowledge. 

It is a reduction of our criticism on his use of the word 
metaphysical that he endeavors to define the difficulty in the 
method of reasoning termed metaphysical, and so takes the 
adjective from a general to a restricted meaning. It is sure, 
however, in tho majority of cases, to retain its well-established 
use, and, in spite of definition, to remain a term of general 
disparagement-a fling at a class of reasoners, rather than a 
calm censure of a kind of reasoning. Unverifiable ideas fall 
exclusively to no one set of inquirers, and are to be objected 
to in detail and with designation, or the censure becomes not 
merely an unverified one, Lut an irritating one as well. It 
is to the praise of Mr. Spencer and Mr. Fiske alike, that their 
method is metaphysical, in the primary meaning of the term; 
and we see no reason why they should unite with the strict 
positivists in turning the word into a term of vague, ex
asperating, and unjust reproach. 

While both writers would feel that they possess, perhaps in 
an unusual degree possess, the historic sense, we nevertheless 
think that they rarely feel the full force of any doctrine 
based on intuition; that both of them are incapable, and 
especially Mr. Fiske, of quite apprehending the strength of 
the positions they assail. This is a fault we all have in 
common. The walls of the J erichos we surround we expect 
will fall down of their own aooord after a sufficient blowing 
of ram's horns. 

The cosmic philosophy is pre-eminently one of evolution 
- evolution in its strict sense, without increments. The 
forces of the universe, convertible, but indestructible, are 
taken at some one stage, as early as we can reach them, and 
traced in their necessary unfolding through all subsequent 

1 COIDlic PhilOlOpby, VoL ii. p • .s9. 
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stages. This is a very rigid, self-consiBtent idea, and is 
present in all reasoning to set very positive limits. Is it 
safe to start a philosophy with so exacting and inflexible 
and a priori an idea? Will it not of necessity leave one 
side some of our facts, and run down some of our data? 
This cosmic philosophy has settled this one primary con
clusion, and remorselessly subjects all considerations and 
all doctrines to its necessities, heavy and imperative as 
they are. We doubt whether it is possible to do justice 
while in possession of such stern and sweeping antecedent 
convictions. We might as well cxpect the commander of 
an army to arrest a battle to save the life of a man, as to 
expect one who is pleading for such B principle to deal singly 
and fairly with detached, contravening facts. We are afraid 
of so exacting, so arbitrary a principle, planted at the very 
centre of immature knowledge and incipient conclusions. 
Most questions of interest are foreclosed before the discussion 
is opened. Who can admit the rout of a division when that 
of the whole army is incident to it ? 

The doctrine of evolution, in its presentation as a complete 
philosophy, is chiefly Mr. Spencer's; though its foundations 
in mental science were laid long before his labors commenced, 
and most of the scientific facts which sustain it have been 
furnished by others. He ia simply the master-builder. We 
owe much to this philosophy. The religious spirit has been, 
and will yet more be, chastened and instructed by it. That 
grand, compact, harmonious system of divine law, known as 
the universe, will by virtue of it get possession of religious 
feeling and religious action as never before. The God of 
nature and of revelation will become one in quite a new 
sense. 

This philosophy is remarkable also, and beneficent in its 
morality. We do not believe that its moral foundations are 
securely laid; but the spirit of morality it has caught, and 
has expanded admirably in its precepts. The intuitionalist 
may learn much from the utilitarian. The latter, bound in 
self-defence to make his morality complete, and having in 
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his hand the real C~w to inquiry, the practical relRllta of 
action, has developed well in many directions the lines of 
duty. If we are to accept Mr. Fiske's exposition, this phi
losophy is not without its religious faith, including the gist 
of central truths. Here, however, more than in morals, the 
philosophy seems to us to have transcended its premi&e8, 
and to be marching off with plundered wealth. Every man 
is welcome to take what he can' of truth; there is no objection 
to this. We must,none the less, while conceding everything 
to the individual, hold systems to consistency. Mr. Fiske 
and Mr. Spencer are quite at liberty to believe more than 
they ought logically to believe, and it is hardly worth our 
while to note the fact; but the doctrine of evolution, now 
passing through their hands, is a matter of wide interest to 
us all. We do wish to know what this doctrine logically 
contains; for these contents are sure to be evolved, sooner 
or later, and to constitute its fruits of good and evil. We 
would charge nothing upon writers on this theme beyond 
their own statements ; but the doctrine itself stands with us 
on another footing. We would subject it to searching 
inquiry, knowing that in each subsequent generation its gel'
minant principles have issued in conclusions which those 
who held them in a previous one would have vigorously 
denied. 

Because we do not ~pt evolution in its absolute form 
as the continuous, progressive metamorphoses of d~finite 

forces, we are not thereby excluded from an appropriation 
of many of its doctrines. From the beginning till the advent 
of life, a physical evolution is a sufficient and probable theory; 
'snd after that period, with such increments 88 the facta seem 
to imply, it may still remain the foundation of development. 
The phenomena are left to arrange themselves under esta~ 
lished tendencies or new tendencies, as they most moline. 

Our first objection to the theory of e-rolution is, that it 
gives no sufficient footing to man. By evolution we mean 
that strict continuity which allows no increment wbatever to 
the forces involved. Under this view, it ia impossible to 
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understand such a transition as that expressed in the p888&ge 

from unconscious to conscious life. It is a change occlllTing 
comparatively late in the history of the world; and we ha~ 
no suggestion, or hint of a suggestion, how unconsciout 
material-material uneonsci01l8 fora period of immense 
duration - should assume a conscious state, and 80 reach 
the germ of a new form of being - one which Mr. Spencer 
and Mr. Fiske profess themselves willing to regard as irr~ 
solvable into matter or physical force. Just in the degree 
in which mind and matter are accepted as separate may the 
advocates of evolution be called on to explain this transition, 
which is the condition of I!IO profoundly new a thing. Unlesa 
mind is to be allowed to lapse into matter, we must have 
some hint how, in this its first essential feature, it came to 
spring out of matter. How did a conscious state arise out 0' 

unconscious ones? What was the nature of the transition? 
and what: provoked it? The obscurity of the first instance 
is immaterial. There it was, new in reference to the pest, 
startling in reference to the future. 

But granting, for no other reason save that it is wanted, 
this first condition of intelligence, the passage from nncon
scious to conscious activity, it yet' seems plain to us that no 
sufficient basis' is found in evolution for intelligence. The 
advocates of this theory- or, rather, that portion of them 
with whom we are immediately dealing- are quite sensitive 
to the charge of materialism, and we have no wish to use 
the word for any other than purely philosophic ends. Yet 
it is evident that evolution cannot be maintained in a dualistic 
scheme. There is not merely the difficulty of a double 
origin, but that also of an independent efficienoy in each of 
two lines of events. The last step of materialism is the 
identification of the phenomena of mind with those of matter, 
regarding them as the same facts looked at on different 
sides; though precisely what this 'language means we fail to 
understand. A first step toward materialism, and one more 
telling by far than any later one, is that taken by Mr. Spencer, 
when he identifies the laws of intellectual with those of 
physical facts. 
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If the sequence of thought is incident to a physical se
quence, and controlled by it, it is comparatively a matter of 
indifference whether the phenomena of mind are in some 
way identical with those of matter, or diverse from them. 
Mind is as completely in subjection to matter in the one 
case as in the other. The manifestations and laws of facts 
are of more interest to us than their essence - the phenomena 
than the noumena; and to concede the diversity of the 
second, while identifying the first in essential, inherent laws, 
is a barren and an inconsequential concession. We may 
grant that no mental act takes place without an accompanying 
nervous act; we may concede the claim that each thought 
and feeling in their diversity are attended by a corresponding 
difference in the molecular motions that go with them; and 
still the inquiries remain: Do material changes exclusively 
initiate and determine intellectual changes? Or is the 
reverse true? Or are these two kinds of changes, from time 
to time, in reference to each other; reciprocal causes? We 
understand Mr. Spencer a.nd Mr. Fiske to answer in the 
affirmative the first inquiry, and 80 to exclude the two 
remaining questions. "It is, nevertheless, unquestionable, 
both that every change in consciousness is conditioned by a 
chemical change in ganglionic tissue, and also that there is 
a discernible quantitative correspondence between the two 
parallel changes." 1 "Thus we are led to infer, as the ulti
mate unit of which mind is composed, a simple p$ychical 
shock, answering to that simple physical pulsation which is 
the ultimate uuit of nervous action.":1 

What is far more important than any concession of its 
advocates, the doctrine of evolution, starting with physical 
forces alone, must put each subsequent manifestation under 
their control. Mental phenomena must be but accompanying 
symbols of the physical facts that underlie them. To make 
them anything more than this would be to concede to mind 
a new start, an increment. But intelligence, as intelligence, 
cannot be saved on these grounds. The mind gives attention 

1 Cosmic Philoeopby, VoL i. p. 418. fl Ibid. Vol. ii. p. 181. 
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to a proposition in mathematics. It seems to itself to pass 
from oonclusion to conclusion by virtue of its own insight. 
Its connections are its own, the interlocking of the terms of 
the proof as an intellectual process. All this, however, 
under the theory of evolution, is an error. The efficient 
forces are at work in ganglionio tissue, and these symbols of 
thought are simply the visible dial-images of a wholly dif
ferent, invisible mechanism. 

Weare by no means prepared to concede that each diver
sity of mental state implies a diversity in the correlative 
eerebral state. It is as yet not so much M proved that any 
one exact molecular change is incident to anyone precise 
thought or feeling. The mind may be conditioned in its 
activity to nervous expenditure, without being conditioned 
to a precise form of it in each instance. One may move 
north or south, up or down, by equivalents of muscular 
energy, and with a general uniformity of muscular action. 
But allowing this pure and extended assumption, it is still 
open to us to affirm that the mind, as a thinking agent, indi
cates and determines the ganglionic state, and so is emanci
pated from it as a controlling force. 

We believe that the brain and the mind are reciprocal 
agents in referenee to each other, and that if Il state of brain 
may determine the thoughts, a state of the thoughts may 
equally determine the accompanying molecular changes in 
the brain. If the control of the brain over the mind is 
shown by disease, the control of the mind over the brain is 
shown by health. Indeed, the maintenance of this control 
is that in whioh health largely consists. Sanity is the ability 
to think, is the power to make thought coherent. Insanity 
is the inability, or the partial ability, to think - the over
ruling of the mipd by incoherent, or wrongly coherent, im
pressions. If the conclusion is not incident to the premises 
as intellectually seen, if the action does not follow the emo
tion as a conscious state, if the emotion does not spring from 
the contemplation which seems to occasion it, then our 
spiritual life is unreal; ita cohering forpes being found not 

VOL. XXXIII No. 132. 711 
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in it, but in another region quite-that of matter. No 
wonder that we hear in this philosophy so often of " thought 
below consciousness," for there, truly, is where all thought 
with it takes place; of "unconscious cerebration," for the 
symbols of a formula on the black-board, as they appear 
under the rapid hand of the mathematician, are not more 
secondary to the real tiutJl that underlies them than the 
conscious conclusion to the forces that occasion it. 

The materialistic philosophy has now for many years been 
introducing its principles: That all knowledge is relative; 
that it is ultimately the product of the senses; that it is 
united by 888ociations, physical in their nature, till the mind 
has come to be regarded 88 a congeries of results, of secondary 
impressions incident to the primary, the physical facts; and 
all real activity in the mind itself is excluded. The wall 
that receives the vague, floating shadows of external object. 
has hardly less to do with their nature, formation, and mov&
ment than the mind, the screen for the shadows of physical 
facts, has to do with their character and connections. This 
impotence of mind, this absolute exhaustion of the intelloot 
till no substance of power is left in it, is bidden from many 
by the language employed. This is capable of a more spiritual 
meaning than, that actually intended, and this meaning ia 
given to it. "Association of ideas" seems a harmless 
phrase; but when it comes to denote the tendency of a 
nervous state or activity to repeat itself, and this tendency 
is made the cause, the underlying efficiency, in classi
fication, while classification, the establishment of resem
blances, is looked on as the one typical product of thought, 
our pleasant words have run away with the entire inheritance 
of the mind in its own rational processeS. 

Yet this philosophy of evolution admits an intelligent act, 
an agency in the mind, at its peril. The nexus of causes ia 
thereby instantly cut, the equiValence of forces disappears. 
No feeling as a feeling can be mC88ured; the physical energy 
to which it is incident is the only tangible term; and if thia 
is lost sight of all ~alculat.ions disappear; evolution is at an 
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end. The same is true of thought. Thought can be managed 
80 long as it lies a symbol above the physical conditions 
which secure it; but recognize it as itself an efficiency, by 
insight and direction taking the initiative, and our power to 
trace its liillits and measure its values is lost. Thought, 
pure thought, thought primary, establishing molecular changes 
88 secondary conditions of activity, is a spontaneous, measu
rably independent power, and breaks through the exact 
equivalents of evolution. There is no compUlsion in such 
thought- no molecular impulse settling the directions and 
the degrees of activity. The mind thinks toward its con
clusion, and is not driven toward it; in other words, it 
thinks, and does not delude itself with incoherent images, 
which it mistakes for coherent premises; does not delight 
itself with a movement which it regards as real, though it is 
not 80 much as the shadow of the actual effieiencies. 

Evolution al80 fnils to provide for man in failing to pro
vide for liberty. The battle for freedom is an old and weari
some one; neither do we see that Mr. Spencer and Mr. Fiske 
have altered its issues. A clear statement of each doctrine 
constitutes, in this field, the strength of argument, as the 
point is too essential to receive much aid from truths beyond 
itself. It is a little strange that Mr. Fiske should pass over 
fortuity to the defenders of liberty, and reject fatalism as 
falling to those who extend law in its rigid sense to human 
action. It would seem that nothing but clear perception 
and honest language were requisite to settle the logical issues -
of each belief. 

We grant that all which constitutes the dumb show. tlle 
ostensible marks, of liberty may be present to human action 
under the interpretation of evolution. Motives are there; 
action follows upon them; the mind hesitates between them, 
decides between them, if you will, chooses between them; 
no symbol of a free action fai1s to appear, and to be ap
parently operative in its appropriate way. H, therefore, the 
power to use such words as "motives," "devices," "obe
dience," "disobedience," relieves one from the charge of 
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fatalism, the evolutionist is not a fatalist; but if by fatal
iSID is meant such an inclosing of rational with physical 
activities, such a subordination of both to immutable laws, 
that only one result ever has been possible - has been 
contained in the forces actually operative, - then the evolu
tionist is, and must be, a fatalist. Let this philosophy use 
a phraseology saturated through and through with notions 
of liberty, apply the terms" motives," " influence," "persua
sion" to the individual, and look upon him as an agent in 
this way to be controlled, and we feel no shock; let us 
measure our levels more exactly, and apply them to a broader 
field, and our contentment disappears. A single person can 
be persuaded,-formally so,- but who is to persuade him? 
Neither A nor B, except a force is already operative on 
them to that end. The persuasion cannot be furnished, the 
new motive brought forward, unless it and the action incident 
to it are both already included in the previous conditions. 
In one word, the universe given, but one result is possible; 
and human action is ullder the same close, stringent, settled 
conditions that fall to other parts of it. Mr. Fiske's phi
losophy, in its entire argument, its every word and phrase, 
was settled from the beginning, or at that remote period 
which we are wont to call the beginning; and Mr. Fiske has 
at length simply surrendered the symbols of a process that 
physical forces have been for these aeons maturing. It is 
immaterial what name we apply to such foreclosed results; 
but if we withhold the word "fatalism," we shall scarcely 
find another opportunity for its use. A fixed sequence is 
involved in evolution. Motives, feelings, thoughts, as con
scious states, are only the incidents of processes which move 
on wholly independently of them. This philosophy, there
fore, gives no place for man as a conscious, free being; since 
not only are his conscious states not independent elements 
of force, they are not even transitional terms in the real 
under-current of power, but lie to one side of it, attached to 
it in a strange, inconsequential way. 

Dut is the doch inc of liberty one of accidents - one of 
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fortuity? "As I have already said, no middle ground can 
be taken. The denial of causation is the affirmation of 
chance; and between the theory of chance and the theory 
of law, there can be no compromise, no reciprocity, no bor
rowing and lending." 1 Volition is one of the ways in which 
the mind acts; and if we grant that the mind thinks, the 
mind feels, there is but little difficulty in granting that it 
chooses - that it can, under fitting conditions, decide be
tween two lines of action, which it will adopt. If there is 
no spontaneity in thought, if it is the expenditure of a force 
antecedently lodged somewhere in matter, or is wholly inci
dent to the activity of such a force, then there is in the mind 
no preparation for choice; if it. wero able to choose, it would 
be unable to execute its cl1oice, since all its remaining powers 
would be locked fast in the ongoing of necessary causes. 
The question, then, is a broader one than of mere freedom, 
and is the inquiry whether the mind can do anything? 
whether it is a nodule of forces in a state of transfer, or has 
its own powers primarily referable to itself? 

In two directions we see of how little worth the denial of 
the identity of physical and mental facts is in holding back 
Mr. Spencer from materialism. If no primary power is 
conceded to the mind, its derivative powers or transferred 
energies all come to it through the body; for this is its line 
of union with the fact, and mind becomes at least the product 
of physical forces. Again, in denying its phenomena to be 
identical with those of these forces, they are ruled out of all 
connection with the facts of the world and influence over 
them. There is present a certain molecular force, which, in 
its expenditure, is the condition of certain thoughts. This 
molecular energy must pass into those thoughtR, and find 
transfer through them; or, simply as molecular energy it 
must pass on and work out other molecular conditions, the 
concomitants of subsequent thoughts. The persistence of 
forces binds' us to one or other of these views. If the first 
be correct, then the thought sinks down into the physical 

I Cosmic PbilOlOVhy, Vol. ii. p. 187. 
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series, and is a term of it; if the second is preferred, then 
thought lies to one side the lines of transmission, and is 
without service or office in the world - is an addendum 
which modifies nothing. The question, then, of freedom 
does not stand by itself, but involves with it that of the 
possession of any primary powers of the mind. Conceding 
spontaneity to the mind in thought, the alternative - chance 
or law-which Mr. Fiske puts so positively, easily disappears. 
If the mind can think, and so be a law to itself, it can 
choose, and be a law to itself in choice. Both actions merely 
imply in it independent, primitive efficiency. It is the nature 
of mind to open activities, to initiate efforts; and there is 
nothing in the least surprising about it, unless we institute a 
sharp contrast between its laws a&d the laws of matter, and 
cherish an overweening estimate of these last. 

The law of causation is not universal; that of spontaneity 
and liberty supplements it; and causation and chance do 
not divide the field between them. In reference to second 
parties, the actions of men are as though they were free, 
whether they be free or not; since we do not pretend to be 
able to trace the causes operative in them. Yet we have no 
difficulty in dealing with our fellow-men; we are not involved 
in the confusion of chance-evellts. Choice lies between two 
things, not between an hundred; choice is perpetually fixing 
for itself lines of action, and forecasting a future which we 
also can forecast with it; choice, after the most spasmodic 
expression, quickly builds up for itself new conditions of 
order; choice is not without motives, though motives are 
without controlling force; choice is resolvable, all of it, into 
nction along one line, that of conduct or character. There 
are only two things which present, in reference to each 
other, an alternative - duty and pleasure, virtue and vice. 
The mind is not irrational because it is free. Its freedom is 
exercised under, not above, its rational faculties. Between 
pleasure and pleasure there is no opportunity f~r choice, but 
only for nn estimate; between virtue and vice there is no 
room for an estimate, but only for a choice. 
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Evolution gives no sufficient grOlmd to man, in failing to 
accord to him any real knowledge. Mind, by virtue of its 
union with a nervous system, is a sensitive organism, on 
which certain impressions can be made - impressions which 
are inevitably collocated in certain classes and relations, by 
their method of arising and their constnnt repetition. Hence 
all knowledge is. relative, not absolute - relative in kind to 
the organs impressed, relative in connections to the connec
tions physically secured between these impressions. It 
matters but little to us that this aphorism of the relativity of 
knowledge has a large historic following; it is, as applied to 
our higher knowledge, either the truism that to know is to 
know, or it is false. 

" We accordingly say, for brevitts sake, that we cannot 
know the absolute, but only the relative. And in saying so 
we implicitly assert two practical conclusions: First, we 
cannot know things as they exist independently of our intel
ligence, but only as they exist in relation to our intelligence. 
Secondly, the possibilities of thought are not identical or 
co-extensive with the possibilities of things." 1 

These assertions are true, and only true, on the supposition 
that our knowledge is all ultimately sensational. This issue 
made by the empirical philosophy is not its strength, but its 
weakness. An organ of sense, Ii nervous system, as an 
essential intervening instrument of knowledge, constitutes 
an element in that knowledge which we cannot exactly 
measure, much less eliminate. Sound is due in part to the 
ear, and a knowledge of sounds involves the sense of hearing 
- is relative to it. Others Il?ny hear not at all while we 
hear, or may hear differently from us, or hear more than we 
do under the same circumstances. Some of these differences 
due to our senses we detect; others, doubtless, are hidden 
from us j and it is plain that the hearing of no one of UR 

exhausts the possibilities of things. When we come to intui
tive truth, the case is every way diverse. That two and two 
make four is not a proposition dependent on any sense what-

1 Cosmic Philoaopbl. VoL I. p. 10. 
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ever, or all the senses combined. It is as applicable to 
thoughts as to things. There is not the slightest divergency, 
nor the possibility of divergency, in men's judgment con
cerning it. There is no intervening organ to introduce a 
personal element, and no discrepancy in results to hint a 
latent relativity. The truths. of mathematics are absolute; 
for the knowing in them is a pure knowing, a direct knowing, 
a knowing that is not sensational. There is, so far, knowledge 
that is absolute, knowledge to which the knowing faculty 
adds nothing of its own. The complete, instant uniformity 
of the results shows this, is a sufficient presumptive proof of it. 

We do not wish to argue the point. The best possible 
arguments are the statements' of the adverse philosophy. 
Noone can believe that it accepts them otherwise than as 
results forced upon it. "Mathematics starts from simple 
propositions concerning quantitative relations of numbers 
and extension, which are Yerified, once for all, by a direct 
appeal to experience." 1 How many of the higher resultR of 
mathematics have ever had from experience even an apparent 
verification? In what sense is it that the proposition" Two 
and two make four" is verifiable in experience, in sensation? 
Units are known by weight, by size, by color. But in none 
of these respects is the assertion true; it is only true of 
abstract units, which lie beyond experience. 

"It is quite possible that there. may be worlds in which 
numerical limitations are not binding.1I ••••• In Mr. Hall's 
hypothetical world, where two and two make five, the law of 
evolution may not hold sway." 8 Why not hold sway? 
Unless such a conception is, as we believe it to be, absolutely 
absurd and disorganizing, evolution should still go on, and 
incorporate the principle "Two and two make five" into 
the basis of its organic systems and new knowledge. Nothing 
can heighten the difficulties of the above positions, and we 
leave them. 

The same confusion appears, as the result of this dogma 
of the relativity of knowledge, in connection with the infinite 

1 Cosmic Philosopby. Vol. i. p. 116. t Ibid. P. 276. • Ibid. p. 275. 
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and the absolute. They are pronounced" utterly and forever 
unknowable.'~ Yet the iangnage is scarcely less than sell
contradictory; for how can we even designate that which is 
utterly and forever unknowable? And how can we know 
that we mean what another means by the words" infinite," 
"absolute"? Few authors use these words more than Mr. 
Spencer and Mr. Fiske. Do they, or do they not, mean any
thing by them? Are the words "infinite space," " infinite 
time," mere blanks to them, as would be " abracadabra" space ? 

Again, no place is found in this philosophy for man, 
because there is given him no material for thought. The 
thinking process or power is, as we have seen, remanded to 
the unconscious and physical region of the nervous system. 
It is this which determines. thought, not thought' that 
establishes and uses these connections; the function does 
not make the organ, but the organ the function rather. 
This removal of thought as an efficient power from the 
mind is the more readily made, - nay, is necessary, because 
no material for its processes is furnished it. Sensations, 
perceptions, on the one hand, and intuitive ideas, on the 
other, are essential to thought. The sensations are to be 
oompared, referred, inquired into in time and place; and 
for this purpose the ideas of resemblance, causation, time, 
space, must be at hand. Sensations as sensations are com
plete. .All that the mind can do with them is, by thought 
under its antecedent ideas, to throw them into comprehensive 
categories, and draw from them serviceable conclusions. 
The doctrine of evolution finds no place for this work as a 
oonscious process, since it transpires as an unconscious one, 

, and the ideas incident to it are not plucked up from their 
Bub-conscious depths till the work of organization has been 
done. 

"It has already been sufficiently proved that the univer
sality and necessity of unconditional propositions, whether 
relating to space-relations or to any other relations whatever, 
must inevitably result from absolute uniformity in the organic 
registration of experiences, and therefore does not irwolve 

VOL. xxxm. No. 132. 80 
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any a priori element." 1 "For the ideas formerly called 
innate or intuitional are the results of nutritive tendencies 
in the cerebral til8ue, which have been strengthened by the 
uniform experience of countless generations until they have 
become as resistless as the tendency of the dorsal line of the 
embryo to develop into a vertebral column." 2 

Regulative ideas owe their necessity and priority in ex~ 
rience, then, to the fact that, as the framework of order in 
events, they are incorporated into that transferred order 
incident to an impressible, active nervous system. The 
words of the manuscript reappear in the letter-press. Here 
a sub-conscious process is made, in entire coruristency with 
the philosophy, the equivalent of a conscious one. We are 
at a loss to see where this tendency to substitution is to stop. 
Why is not" the tendency of the dorsal line of the embryo 
to develop into a vertebral column" also a portion of our 
mental furniture. It constitutes no explanation whatever, 
to our mind, of regulative ideas as conscious possessions, 
that sensations have conformed to them. The instinctive, 
automatic adaptation of the young of animals to space and 
time relations, is no equivalent for an intellectual, conscious 
process j and the change of the one into the other involves 
the entire problem. So Mr. Spencer would seem to think; 
for he attempts to give the method of transfer, the steps by 
which an unconscious fact becomes a conscious possession. 
In this he seems to us signally to fail, and, at the same timo, 
to set aside the quiet assumption, on the part of Mr. Fiske, 
that no explanation is needed - that a fact below conscious
ness is always the equivalent of one in consciousness, and 
may actually appeal' there at any moment. 

There is, as is usual in the empirical philosophy, in con
nection with regulative ideas, a false formal clement and the 
quiet appropriation, on the part of Mr. Fiske and Mr. Spencer, 
of the notions neceMal"Y to progress. We illustrate the faci 
in connection with causation. "Causation may, therefore, 
be defined as the unconditional, invariable sequence of one 

1 CoImie Phlloeopbl. Vol. i. p. 101. I Ibid. VoL ii. p. 161. 
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event, or concurrence of events, upon another." 1 Here we 
have sequence, a phenomenal fact, substituted for causation 
proper, an intuitional fact. But it is impoBBible, on such a 
conception, to carry forward a philosophy of evolution, whose 
fundamental notion is force, and whose first truths are the 
permanence of forces and the equivalence of forces. Over
looking wholly its own weakness, the colmlic philosophy 
proceeds as if all the resources of thought were at its dis
posal. The noumenon is spoken of as a necessary postulate, 
and used as such in the entire argument concerning matter 
and God. But this is to restore the intuitive idea of causa
tion without a recognition; it is to acknowledge it indi .. 
pensable, without assigning it to its appropriate power. Nor 
does this objection, taken by us, come from us alone. The 
positivist, from precisely the opposite quarter, draws attention 
to the unwarrantable conclusion. "M. Littre, the most 
illustrious follower. of Comte, unreservedly stigmatizes as 
, metaphysical' this very doctrin~ of the unknowable." I 
The ground of this objection is, that the" unknowable" in
cludes an idea not given in the phenomena, is a surreptitious 
introduction of an element ontside of positive knowledge. 
Of this introduction the notion of causation is the only suf
ficient justification, and hence the unknowable involves this 
intuitive idea. But the acceptance of one intuitive idea is 
the overthrow of the empirical philosophy. The cosmic phi
losophy postulates a position unexplained and incompatible 
with its fundamental assertions. 

The language of Mr. Fiske is both formally and profoundly 
in conflict with any other than an efficient causation, in spite 
of his definition, his theoretical position, given above. We 
care not for this fact; we care only for the fact that evolution, 
as an empirical philosophy, is untennble at this point. "It 
is for the same reason that the mind is compelled to believe 
the neceBBity of causation, and that the cultivated mind, 
which can realize all the essential conditions of the case, is 
compelled to believe in its universality. For what is the 

1 COIlDic PhilolOphy, Vol. i. p. 1118. I Ibid. Vol. i. P. H2. 
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belief in the necessity and universality of causation? It is 
the belief that every event must be determined by some 
preceding event, and must itself determine some sncceeding 
event. .And what is an event? It is a manifestation of 
force."1 Yet a few pages later an "efficient cause" is ex
pressly rejected, as a metaphysical conception, in favor of a 
" phenomenal cause." 

The theory of evolution every instant includes the notion 
of efficient forces, of stringent causation. This ever-returning 
contradiction is the inborn infirmity of the cosmic philosopby. 
"What defies suppression in thought is really the force 
which the motion indicates" ; 2 "Utter inability to conceive 
a variation in the sum-total of force 8 "; "What is thus 
proved true of matter and motion is a fortiori true of force, 
ont of which our conceptions of matter and motion are 
built" ;" "Every manifestation of force must be preceded 
and followed by an equivalent manifestation:" 6 such are 
tlle assertions we meet with at every turn in the works of 
Mr. Spencer and Mr. Fiske. To increase the confusion, we 
add one more extract: "And what do we mean by force ? 
Our conception of force is nothing but a generalized abs~ 
tion from our sensations of muscular resistance." 6 Then 
matter and motion and the universe, from the opening to 
the end, are the abstraction of a sensation. 

We take our second leading objection to the cosmic pbi
losophy, that it finds no place for God-actually, not 
ostensibly. Ostensibly, it rebnkes the irreverence of his 
worshippers, and sets up his throne again, behind a new 
veil, at a greater remove from the gaping crowd. Having 
debased intelligence and volition in its conception of them, 
it rightfully enough denies them to God; yet it has nothing 
better to put in their place. Force alone reJIlains, and, be 
it what it may, it must stand for God. 

We again draw attention, in this connection, to the con
tradictions - or inconsistencies, if yon choose, - of the phi-

1 Cosmic Philosophy, Vol. i. p. 147. S Ibid. p. 282. • Ibid. P. 288. 
• Ibid. p. 288. 6 Ibid. p. 314. 'Ibid. p. 171. 
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losophy with which we are dealing. It starts with the 
assertions, " That we are forever barred from any knowledge 
of the absolute, the infinite, or the uncaused"; that it is 
" utterly and forever unknowable"; that this being its one 
characteristic, it is fittingly termed" the unknowable." Yet 
in this word there are two latent iuconsistencies. Nothing 
can be designated till it is in some measure defined as to its 
mental whereabouts, till existence, and existence of some 
order, is, or may be, referred to it. Nor are we at liberty 
to designate this unapproachable thing as the Unknown, 
conspicuously emphasizing it with a capital, if we are not 
willing to imply personality, or pre-eminence of some sort. 
This same Unknown is spoken of by Mr. Fiske as" Omni
present Power," a" First Cause,"" the God of the Christian," 
"Deity," an " Inscrutable Power" that may be" regarded 
as quasi-psychical," " the infInite and eternal Sustainer of the 
universe," " a Divine Power, that cannot be identified with the 
totality of phenomena," and as " the Divine Power immanent 
in the Cosmos." Nor is he satisfied with such ascriptions; 
he says: "The constant element has been, on its intellectual 
side, the recognition of Deity, and on its emotional side the 
yearning for closer union with Deity, or for a more complete 
spiritual life." He unites with the Psalmist in affirming 
that the heavens declare the glory of God; and is ready to 
sing, with the saints, 

" Nearer, my God, to thee."· 

We explicitly reject any carping at these concessions; they 
are all right, honorable to head and heart. They do not, 
however, flow from the principles of the cosmic philosophy, 
nor are they consistent therewith. 

In this language Mr. Fiske is doing furtively and incon
sistently what the Christian theist does avowedly; he is 
dealing with the Infinite not as the Unknowable, but as the 
Knowable-Unknowable. He is, as his philosophy often.com
pels him to be, confused, when he denies intelligence and 
volition to God, and yet concedes that his" intimate essence 

l Cosmic Philoaopby, Vol. ii. p. 1106. I Ibid. P. 602. 
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may conceivably be identifiable with th€l intimate essence of 
what we know 88 mind." Even if intelligence and yolition are 
inclosed, 88 Mr. ,Fiske supposes them to be, in force, this 
constitutes no reason why, in a secondary way, they are not 
referable to God; unless, forsooth, we are to divorce noumena 
from their phenomena, 88 a separable existence, and ascribe 
the first only to Deity. 

To those, however, who regard intelligence and volition 
as primary and more than equal powers, standing side by 
side with physical forces, there is not only no difficulty in 
affirming them of God, they beoome the chief expression 
of his char8.Cter. There are no words of contempt and ~ 
jection which Mr. Fiske uses more frequently than" anthro
pomorphism," "anthropomorphio"; though why it should 
be worse to be anthropomorphic than to be cosmic, or how a 
man is to be other than anthropomorphic, in some sense 
settling his own estimates of dignity by his own standards, 
I am at a los8 to understand. How lame a conclusion, then, 
does he reach, when, drawing to the end of his work, he 
says: "Provided we bear in mind the symbolic character of 
our words, we may say that' God is Spirit,' though we may 
not say, in the materialistic sense, that' God is Force.' Soch 
an utterance is, indeed, anthropomorphic. But we are now 
finding powerful confirmation of the argument elaborated in 
our Prolegomena, that a 'positive mode of philosophizing is 
impracticable, and that we can never get entirely rid of all 
traces of anthropomorphism." 1 What a deal of travel'to 
reach a point occupied from the beginning by his most intel
ligent opponents - a position not approachable by a phi
losophy into which the principl~ issuing in positivism have so 
wrought themselves as they have into the cosmic- philosophy. 

We make but two other secondary poiBts under our second 
objection. "Personality and infinity are terms expressive 
of ideas which are mutually incompatible. The paeud-idea 
'Infinite Person' is neither more nor less unthinkable thatl 
the peeud-idea,' circular triangle.''' 2 Personality involves 

1 Cotimic FbilOIOphy, Vol. ii. p. S.9. I Ibid. P. 608. 
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intelligence and volition, that is, spontaneity in knowing, 
freedom in executing. Are there, necessarily, any limits to 
knowledge? Those who affirm that there are ought, to point 
them out. Are there any limits to the executive and volun
tary power by which knowledge is made efficient? H there 
are such in the nature of the case they are not ~bvioU8. 
But, it may be said, if the elements of personality ha.ve no 
finite measurements, every manifestation of them must have. 
Granted; but so is each aetnal moment or manifestation of 
time finite, while we perfectly understand what is meant by 
infinite time. Space presents itself to us in parts, and can 
only be scrutinized by us in parts; yet it remains one infi
nite whole. What' a foolish riddle do we make of the 
infinite, trying, in the same breath, to concede it and with. 
hold it, to grant it and explain it, under the analogies of the 
finite. 

"Evolution is throughout 'irreconcilably opposed to the 
doctrine of creation." 1 Very well; the measurable forces 
of which the solar system is composed can neither have been 
going on from all eternity, nor can they go on to all eternity, 
unless there is an absolute conservation of them, and a cir
cular movement in their unfolding. The evolutionist is not 
prepared to make either assertion probable. There is the 
constant radiation of heat, light into space, and 80 an apparent 
I08S in the aggregate of forces. This process cannot have 
gone on from eternity in our system, or that system, so far as 
force expressing itself in a large class of motions is concerned, 
would have disappeared. Nor can a system, subjected to 
such loss, return in its evolutions again and again into itself. 
It cannot, therefore, under present apparent conditions, have 
progressed from eternity; since the forces of progress would 
long ago have been exhausted. That is to say, evolution is 
unable to suggest conditions, made probable by experience, 
under which eternal movement is possible, and 80 is unable 
to assert the past eternity of force. 

Our third objection to the cosmic philosophy is, that it 

1 Coemic Philoaopbl, VoL 11. p. 376. 
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yields no sufficient recognition of life and of the agents in
volved in the unfolding of lives in the world. Life must 
become a function or combination of functions, and in no 
sense an agent, under the doctrine of evolution. Its lines 
of development and forms must be inclosed, directly or 
indirectly, in the physical forces which precede it. •• The 
hypothesis of a 'vital principle' is now as completely di.&
carded as the hypothesis of phlogiston in ohemistry ••.... 
The crystal of quartz has a shape which is the result of the 
mutual attractions and repulsions of its molecules; and the 
dog has a shape which is ultimately to be explained in the same 
way, save that in this case the process has been immeasurably 
more complex and indirect." 1 This is the out-thrust of 
assertion which is, by direction and indirection, to be worn 
down again to much the old level of thought. The crystal
line attractions are found much more manageable than the 
canine ones; these become so· numerous and recondite that 
the philosophy knows not where to locate them, or how to 
express them, and is compelled to invoke the aid of concep
tions which we should call metaphysical, in the meaning 
which Mr. Fiske attaches to the word. 

" But it must be remembered that, in the case of an organ
ism, the direction of these forces depends, in a way not yet ex
plained, upon the directions in which they have been exerted 
by ancestral organisms. In other words, a set of definite 
tendencies has been acquired during the slow evolution of 
organic life." 2 "It is, at the same time, true. that the ulti
mate mystery - the association of vital properties with the 
enormously-complexchemical compound known as protoplasm 
- remains unsolved." 8 "Facts of this kind poiut to the 
conclusion that an inherent capacity for adaptive changes is 
possessed by all organisms. And by the phrase 'inherent 
capacity' I do not mean to insinuate the existence of any 
occulta vis, or metaphysical 'innate power,' of which no 

. scientific account is to be given in terms of matter and 

1 Coamie PhUoeophy. Vol. L p. '~1I. I Ibid. p. 430. • Ibid. p. 4M. 
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motion." 1 Oertainly not; yet it is a little diffioult to draw 
a sharp line between "inherent oapacity" and "innate 
power"; the intention of an author hardly suffices for this 
purpose. "In every living body there is a tendency towards 
secondary alterations of this nature," 1_ that is, of a nature 
tQ anticipate farther external action. 

Thus we have a "vital principle" formally and con
temptuously discarded, and such phrases put in its place 88 

" a set of definite tendencies," "the association of vital 
properties," " an inherent capacity for adaptive changes," 
"a tendency toward secondary alterations." This fact 
would be of small moment, if it were a convenience, or a 
slip of language; it is of great moment, when it is a forced 
concession to an inscrutable power which Mr. Spencer and 
Mr. Fiske can no more dispense with than their opponents, 
nor, no more than they, express in "terms of matter and 
motion." 1'1te definition of life given by this school implies 
such a pervasive, shaping power. "Life, including also 
intelligence as the highest known manifestation of life, is 
the continuous establishment of relations within the organism 
in correspondence with relations existing or arising in the 
environment." II As the diverse parts of a complex organism 
in a complex environment are subjected to the most various 
influences, some correspondingly broad power ill requisite to 
unite and harmonize the results. The living body must 
not act by portions, but in some way as a whole. The 
restoration of injured members, inheritance, atavism, must 
find reference to something beyond the general properties of 
molecules. The body of the living being 88 a combination, 
the transmission of its tendencies, the sudden intervention 
of very remote and subtile influences - these are the facts 
that seek for exposition; and that the scientists who reject 
vital power can neither evade them nor refer them with any 
new insight is made sufficiently plain by these" tendencies" 
of Mr. Fiske, by the "gemmules" of Mr. Darwin, by the 
" physiological units" of Mr. Spencer. 

1 Cosmic PhilOlOpby, Vol. Ii. p.1I6. 
VO ... XXX1U No.IU. 

I ibid. p. 69. 
81 

I Ibid. P. 67. 
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.As to the origin and development of life, the oosmic phi
losophy avails itself, of course, of the labors of Mr. Darwin, 
carrying them to their extreme limits. Tbis theory receives 
a concise summation, in its most available form, by Mr. Fiske: 
"The process of organic evolution may, therefore, be sum
marized as follows: 

{

Direct Adaptation. 
Indirect Natural Selection. \ 

D. { Heredity. 
lrect Correlation at Growth. 

Indirect Uee and Dis_" 1 

{

External 

Equilibration 
Int.ernal. 

That the activities and conditions of activity represented 
in this statement cover real and important truths, that they 
are the valuable conclusions of memorable labors, few are 
disposed to deny; that they are a sufficient exposition of 
the facts to which, under the theory of evolution, they are 
applied, is far from plain. 

Take them in order. Adaptation is the first and the 
oldest and the least serviceable of them. If we mean by it 
known physical forces without the organism, acting on 
known foroos within it, and so securing in an intelligible 
way a readjustment; if we exclude all tendencies - as of 
right we ought to - not expressible "in terms of matter 
and motion," - we thank Mr. Fiske for the phrase, - the 
organic changes we can refer to adaptation will be most 
meagre, scarcely a sensible increment to the confirmatory 
facts of evolution. 

Natural selection, strictly so called, only disposes of super
fluous, unfortunate varieties; it explains the presence of 
none of them. It must be accompanied with the supple
mentary statement of a general tendency in organisms to 
vary, referable to the changing states of the environment. 
The theory may be entitled to this statement as a simple 
fact. Internal, organic forces are open to the influence of a 
constantly variable environment; they respond to it by slight 
changes in many directions, known as varieties. Decisive 
changes, however, in definite directions, a tendency to change 

1 Cosmic Philoeophy, Vol. Ii. p. 86. 
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in any direction, must have a more precise explanation than 
the above general statement. An incalculable liability to 
slight variations in all directions, external conditions that 
will favor a portion and repress a portion of the movement, 
- these, excluding any and every occult tendency, are the 
terms with which natural selection starts. It will explain 
many facts, but fails to explain many - the order, for 
instance, of the animal kingdom, the steady, rapid develop
ment of the vertebrates, the symmetry in which their own 
classes are united, and that central evolution by which they 
throw into subordination and harmony the inferior forms of 
life. Natural selection starts with a chance-force, or, in 
reference to any ultimate plan, a most accidental complexus 
of forces, and out of them eliminates order. That order is 
not sufficiently explained. (a) The chances to be run 
through with of disorder are too many; they are practiea11y 
infinite. (b) The proce88 of natural selection is not decisive 
and quick enough in its operation to do the work assigned 
it. (c) There is still a latent assumption - a probable, but 
an unexpounded term, in one of the two premises; to wit, in 
that which refers slight organic development to external 
forces. Such a fact, if it be conceded as one of universal 
application, has not been, and cannot be, expressed in 
"terms of matter and motion." Mechanical force adds 
itself as mechanical force to mechanical forces; chemical 
forces it cannot affect in the same direct way. Here its 
mode of operation requires new definition. No more are we 
at liberty to as8\1me that the forces of the environment will 
work organic, rather than inorganic, changes, without a 
more precise defining of their mode of operation. If it be 
said that they do work such organic development, it is p0s

sible to refer - nay, difficult not to refer - the change to a 
tendency, - an occult force, - since there are no visible 
forces to which such changes can be traced, no known 
methods of transfer. Thus we have again an agency not 
expressed" in terms of matter and motion." 

The third agent in vital evolution is beredity. This term 
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the evolutionist has no right to as a known quantity in his 
equation. It has not been gotten, in its methods of causatiou, 
out of the region of "unverifiable hypotheses"; it has not 
been expressed in" terms of matter and motion." 

The same is true of the fourth agency - correlation of 
growth. It, like inheritance, is a fact, but an unexplained 
one - one not resolved into equivalents of known forces. 

Use-and-disuse, brought forward as an agency to 8ll8tain 
evolution, is burdened in th~ same way. Use, in the limb 
of the animal, does quicken circulation, and increased circu
lation is attended with increased nourishment. But these 
facts are not mere terms, plain "terms of matter and 
motion." That use quickens circulation-for instance, the 
use of the brain - cannot be expressed in mechanical and 
chemical forces alone, nor the additional nntrition incident 
to such circulation be put in formulae of matter and motion 
merely. An occult term is still present. H every occult 
term, every assumption is excluded, the facts of evolution in 
the region of life aim08t or quite disappear. They now seem 
so many, booause the moohanical element in a complex 
process is brought to the foreground, and the vital element 
passed by, or inadequately referred, or covered up by a new 
pass-word. 

We think, then, that it can fairly be said that the theory 
of evolution, when dealing with real forces, often pushes 
them far beyond their just application; is signally open to 
the accusation of putting the part, and sometimes a very 
small part, for the whole. This is especially to be objected 
to because the theory frequently requires the proof offered 
in its largest range, while within the range which a sober, 
cautions criticism assigns it, it is of little avail. Evolution 
is not a theory which can dispense in part with the principles, 
the laws, from which it is deduced, and retain for its pur
poses their remaining power. To fail at one point is, for 
this view, complete failure. It is not the presence of evolu
tion in tho world that is under discussion, but its absolute 
sufficiency to account for all facts. When, therefore, its 
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advocates state the laws needed for its support in an un
qualified form, - as in the case of " a vital principle," - and 
afterward fall back in part from their first position, modi
fying their results to suit the stubbornness of facts, they fail 
of their prim~ purpose. Most of the principles stated by 
evolutionists will be accepted, within a limited field, as 
valuable explanations of the facts; the objections arise only 
when these principles are linked together as a net-work of 
laws sufficient to cover the whole ground; and to this result. 
the slightest success in attack and the slightest concession 
in defence are fatal. 

Natural selection explains readily the prevalence of one 
species and the extinction of another; but if it fails to make 
clear why such and such varieties have appeared, and these 
only, it ceases to do the werk the evolutionist assigns it. 
Some of the beauty found in the vegetable kingdom may be 
explained as a means of attracting insects to flowers; but 
what purpose does this fact subserve, if the great mass of 
beauty in form and color remains unaccounted for? Sexual 
selection may cover a few phenomena in the animal kingdom; 
but its &esthetical facts are hardly entered on, much less 
exhausted, by this explanation. The theory expounds so 
little that, in reference to evolution, it seems rather to 
weaken than to strengthen it. Much the same is true of 
that mimicry by which insects are made to resemble inani
mate objects, and so protected. From one point of view, it 
gives aid; under natural selection here, undoubtedly, would 
be a self-maintaining variation. But when we reflect on tho 
number of points involved in Ruch a resemblance, and tho 
very great improbability that they should concur under 
purely accidental causes, we have an antagonistic considera
tion quite as weighty as the favorable one. 

Mr. Wallace brings forward an important consideration, 
when, in the case of man, he carries natural selection over 
from tho body to the mind, and so lays the foundations of 
intellectual development; yet this view, as a complete theory 
for all the facts, is evidently pressed too far. Physical 
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advantages, physical prowess have not even yet quite lost 
their value, and till the invention of gunpowder were 
scarcely secondary to intellectual gifts. ·If the first could 
not avail without the second, neither could the second without 
the first. Most plain is it that in a 8&VIl86 state physical 
qualities still remain of great importance - sufficient impol'
tance to be acted on by natural selection. It may well be 
doubted whether the dividing line, on the theory of evolution, 
can be drawn so decidedly between man and the lower 
animals, and natural selection be set to tasks 80 distinct on 
either side of it. The truth would seem to be, that physical 
an~ intellectual qualities must both be regarded from the 
beginning by natural selection, with a balance increasingly 
fa.vorable to the latter. 

Mr. Fiske's most valued contribution to evolution consists 
in pointing out the relation of infancy to inoreased intelli
gence, on the one side, and the family, on the other. Without 
shading, - and if the shading be well done the prominence 
of these transitions a.nd the causative force of the presiding 
principles in each are greatly reduced, - the steps of transfer 
are these: The intellectual element assumes such importance 
in man that natural selection lays hold of it to the neglect 
of physical variation. This intelligence involves a slower 
individual development; hence prolonged infancy and more 
parenial care; this care constructs and consolidates the 
family; the family leads to society and the state; and theae 
secure civilization. There can be no doubt that the three 
facts, increased intelligence, prolonged infancy, and the unity 
of the household, are closely associated, and mutually sustain 
each other. It is more doubtful whether there is a linear 
causal succession between them in the order mentioned; 
and still more doubtful whether, .ader evolution, such a 
connection is probable. It is not evident that intelligence, 
if intelligence is in large part -in much the greater part
a sui.>-conscious cerebral development, would call for the pr0-

longed training of infancy. It certainly does, if intelligence 
as a practical poeses&on is the. product of faculties called 
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forth by use and compacted by habit in the individual. But 
if this work, as Mr. Fiske is ready to affirm in other con
nections, can be done in the ancestor, and the most necessary 
convictions and processes of mind be made ready to order, 
the necessity of the prolonged training of infancy disappears. 
Thus the most sagacious insects, with this type ·of sub
conscious intelligence, can enter rapidly on their activities. 
Infancy is a neoossa.ry incident only to training which is 
conscious and voluntary; lose sight of these two elements, 
and the connection disappears. 

A kindred difficulty arises in uniting infancy, as an efficient 
condition in the order of progress, to the family. If the 
intelligence which is to issue in infancy is sub-oonscious, 
then infancy does not follow from it, but the reverse rather; 
and if it is conscious training, then the family must precede 
the intelligence, rather than the intelligence the family. It 
would be necessary, at least, that the three conditions should 
be co-ordinate, and sustain each other; that they should be 
parts of a new method. Infancy alone would constitute a 
burden and a danger, and could not well exist antecedent to 
the family as a means of organizing it; since natural selection 
would tend to repress it. A weakness and a hinderance 
would be put first; while the advantages to be developed 
from it would be remote - most of them very remote. 
Such an order would not be consistent with natural selection. 
The truth seems to us to be that enlarged intelligence, as 
included in and the product of voluntary activity, demands 
both infancy and the familJ to sustain it; intelligence is the 
final cause, rather than the efficient cause. 

Organic race-growth, as giving the conditions of individual 
life, is justly insisted on, but at the same time pushed to a 
position it cannot attain. It is absolutely essential to evolu
tion, since the individual is closely conditioned to the stock 
from which he springs; to divorce him in the least is to 
loosen him from the only laws which can control him. From 
this relation springs the theorem of Mr. Fiske: "The amount 
of intellectual progress achieved since man became human 
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far exceeds that which was needed to transfer him from ape
hood to manhood." 1 

Yet how will this aasertion and the underlying dependence 
of the individual on the organic raoo-development bear the 
test of facts? How many individuals miss the fruits, in the 
most cultivated races, of this sOOck-force! How single indi
viduals, as in our colored population, are made to travel very 
quickly a large share of the space between the lowest and 
the highest races! How races, as in the case of the Sand
wich Islanders, are carried rapidly over considerable portions 
of it! How individuals in all races rise far above the race
grade! How, in a case like that of Laura. Bridgeman, a 
singular personal development- singular in its methods of 
initiation and in its steps of progreBS, for which unCOnscioWl 
race-cerebra.tion could have done little or nothing - institutes 
and completes itseU almost at once by its own law. Let Mr. 
Fiske take the equivalent hali, - the space between apehood 
and manhood - a space of organic instead of intellectual 
development, - and try his hand at filling in any c0n

siderable, nay, any observable, portion of it. The race
element is much, but is not what evolution must needs make it 
to be. The exaggeration of the estimate evinces the weakneBS 
of the theory. 

We refer to one other instance in which the same undue 
weight is given to a real; but partial in1luence. The moral 
sense is referred to social growth; the weakening of selfish
neBS and the strengthening of sympathy incident thereto, 
the " gradual supplanting of egoism by altruilm." Conscience 
is not the basis on which this process proceeds, but the 
product of it. The power does not institute the process; 
but the pr~ deposits the power. It certainly would and 
does develop the power, and heDce the difficulty ill showing 
that it does not create it - that coll8Oience is not a trans
mitted susceptibility to public opinion, speaking, correctly 
or otherwise, in bebaU of tbe public weal. He}:e, again, we 
are dealing with real causes. Are they suftiJient causes ? 

1 eo.uuc PhDolOphy, Vol ii. p.309. 
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Of what public opinion can do there are several examples. 
Fashion is enforced by public sentiment, and so enforced that 
very many would more quickly violate moral laws than 
its laws. Honor, in various countries and in various classes, 
is another instance of a very exacting publio sentiment. 
But in neither of these cases are we in danger of mistaking 
the sentiment involved for one of morals. The moral senti
ment, on the other hand, is constantly asserting itself as 
against these public enforcements, and in many instances 
overcomes them. Moreover, those most susceptible to 
public opinion are those least ruled by conscience; and the 
notable victories of conscience have been over t!ommunities, 
over conjoint, consolidated, hereditary feeling, in behalf of 
individual judgment. The" idiosyncratic conscience" is the 
conscience of the world, and one more or less steadily in 
opposition; how shall its force therefore be referable to the 
many? Can society give to its members, develop in them 
as the esprit of its sentiment, a higher morality than it 
possesses? Yet how evident is it that the individual always 
brings an advanced moral truth to society, and not society 
to the individual. Take the case of fashion, - a true, pure 
})roduct of social influence, - and how exactly is the reverse 
true; the many constrain the one. In morals, the one con
strains the many. 

We pass to a second general indictment of this cosmic 
philosophy - that its generalizations are largely illusory; 
being the descriptions of results, rather than the disolosure 
of new laws or new forces. Spencer's definition of evolution 
is: "Evolution is an integration of matter and concomitant 
dissipation of motion; during which the matter passes from 
an indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a. definite, coherent 
heterogeneity; and during which the retained motion under
goes a parallel transformation." 1 

This as a definition, a more definite stat.ement of a process, 
certainly has value; yet it discloses no new force, nor any 
fresh combination of forces; it merely puts a more exact, 

1 First Principles, p. 895. 
VOL. xxxm No. 182. 82 
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in place of a l~ss exact, conception of what is accomplished 
by the entire aggregrate of physical forces in the cosmos. 
As a definition it pays for its generality of course by leaving 
each particular process to be inquired inb:> and understood 
under its own features. It is the most general description 
of the results of the combination of all physical laws and 
forces; discloses no new force, no new combination of forces, 
no new operation of forces; nor does it enable us, in any 
particular instance, to understand any fact of evolution, 
otherwise than by a renewed inqui~y into the precise forces 
there operative a.nd their laws of operation. This formula, 
regarded as,.. law, or used as itself serving to explain any
thing, would merely confound and arrest inquiry. It expounds 
no one fact whatever. In this respect it is to be wholly dis
tinguished from a statement of a real law, like that of 
gravitation. Moreover, as applied to intellectual and to 
social evolution, it can only express them in their incidents, 
not in their substance, their distinctive characteristics. 

Mr. Fiske's (which is also Mr. Spencer's) definition of 
life already given is open to the same remarks. "Life -
including a.lso intelligence as the highest known manifestation 
of life - is the continuous establishment of relations within 
the organism in correspondence with relations existing or 
arising in the environment." This is the most general pos
sible description of innumerable and most variable processes, 
all of which remain to be learned and separately explained 
as we are able. By such definitions nothing is discovered ; 
the law of no single process is given, but only a general 
feature of many processes is rendered in descriptive fashion. 

The same is true when the progress of a community is 
defined: "A continous establishment of inner relations in 
conformity to outer relations." 1 The definition owes its 
similarity to that of life to the figurative force of the words 
--to a resemblance, and not to an identity, of facta. Society 
and life remain alike to be studied, their activities specified 
and measured, as muoh after as previous to 8uch a defiDition. 

1 C08IIlie PhilO8Ophy, VoL li. p. iii. 
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In short, this philosophy of evolution is one of descriptive 
generalizations, not of valid laws, and frequently reaches its 
unity of formulae by consolidating figurative and literal 
"statements. One might devise a general, descriptive formula 
for all machines. It would tell us nothing about anyone 
machine - its purposes, mode of operation, or method of 
COllstruction. It is an interesting fact that man's only agency 
in production is a transfer of material in place; but it leaves 
production as a branch of political economy precisely wh~ 
it was before. There is no law in the statement, but an 
incident of many laws. 

When Mr. Spencer and Mr. Fiske speak of certain event8 
that must follow under these formulae, unless they make the 
case specific, and designate special forces as about, under 
given circumstances, to produce the result, - and this they 
do not always do, - they are securing their imperative, their 
necessity, from final, not from efficient causes. The formula 
of evolution necessitates nothing; it only states a very 
general order that will be followed, provided there are known 
forces ready to follow it, under conditions that allow tb.em 
to follow it. When these gentlemen say that there 'lAJUt be 
this and that re-distribution of forces, they can only mean 
that there must be if there is to be prof!f"eu; that is, 
progress, evolution, as a final cause involves it; or they must 
mean that they are able to designate the existing foroos and 
conditions which, under their own laws, will work out these 
distributions. They do not keep in view how powerless by 
themselves their formulae are, and cast back upon them a 
necessity derived from final causes, - a snpposititious nece8-
sity,- when they would seem to be speaking of one referable 
to efficient causes. 

A third general objection which we make to the method of 
the cosmic philosophy is, that it not unfrequently involves ex
planations that fall little short of legerdemain. This arises 
from the identification of physical, vital, intellectual, social facts 
in their law, and then using words and methods of reasoning 
directly applicable to the first only as sufficient in the remaining 
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three to constitute a valid exposition. There is here a double 
difficulty. The real under-current of truth and imagery 
which sustains evolution belongs to physical forces. Mr. 
Spencer and Mr. Fiske frequently express intellectual and 
social phenomena under their own spiritual or semi-apiritual 
language, when, to sustain the argument, that language must 
be translated into" terms of matter and motion." Many do 
not fully make this transfer, and hence mistake the solutions 
offered, are not startled as they would be if the facts were 
pot as physical facta under physical phraseology. The 
opposite difficulty sometimes occurs, which we are now 
criticising. An explanation is given to a vital or social fact 
under images incident to mechanical facta and forces, and 80 

becomes pure logodaedaly. This is a very sweeping accu
sation, and cannot be adequately supported by limited quo
tations. It, with the previous objection, if correct, greatly 
reduces the assumed value of the philosophy, and assigns 
Mr. Spencer's labors quite another position than that given 
them by Mr. Fiske. Simply by way of illustrating our 
meaning, we offer a few examples: 

"That variations must occur, and that they must ever 
tend both directly and indirectly towards adaptive modifica
tions, are conclusions deducible from first principles, apart 
from any detailed interpretation like the above. That the 
state of homogeneity is an unstable state we have found to 
be a general truth. Each species must pass from the uniform 
into the more or less multiform, unless the incidence of 
external forces is exactly the same for all its members; 
which it never can be. Through the process of differentia
tion and integration, which of necessity brings together, or 
keeps together, like individuals, and separates unlike ones 
from them, there must nevertheless be maintained a tolerably 
uniform species 80 long as there continues a tolerably 
uniform set of conditions in which it may exist ...... Or, 
passing from these derivative laws to the ultimate law, we 
see that variation is necessitated by the persistence of force. 
The members of a species inhabiting any area cannot be 
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subject to like aggregates of forces over the whole of that 
area. And if in different parts of the area different kinds 
or amounts or combinations of forces act on tl,tem, they 
cannot but become different in themselves and in their 
progeny. To say otherwise, is to say that differences in the 
forces will not produce differences in the effects, which is to 
deny the persistence of force." 1 

This is a fair specimen of a large amount of reasoning in 
Spencer's works, and we must pronounce it logodaedaly
word-building. Confine attention to the last paragraph. If 
the proof here offered is good for anything as proof, it is 
absolute proof. It turns on strictly general principles; and 
if the conclusion is involved in those principles nothing more 
is required. We are at a loss to underatand how anyone -
much less, those who base their philosophy on experience
should have the hardihood to assert the sufficiency of so 
purely an a priori demonstration. But if this proof is not 
demonstration, it is nothing; it is only what we have char
acterized it as being - a legerdemain of words. Is it involved 
in the persistence of force and in a changeable environment 
that organic products should vary and propagate their 
varieties? Certainly not. Prior to experience we cannot 
say on what terms the forces of the environment will be 
transmuted into those of the organism - whether they will 
appear in it as new organic adaptations, or as the destruction 
and waste of old ones, or as their enlarged exalted action in 
previouB directions. Still less can we say whether, if these 
external conditions are productive of new organic combina
tions, the combinations will pass by inheritance. It is a 
thing of observation to learn what forces modify structure, 
and what modifications of structure are likely to be trans
mitted. Forces may remain persistent and variable in the 
environment, and express themselves, as the majority of 
them do, by the reduction or increase of activity in the 
directions already established by the organism. But the 
cue needs no argument. If Mr. Spencer's proof were true, 

1 Principles of Biology, Vol. I. p. !l7l. . 
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every organism would be in a condition of perpetual ftux; 
while many organisms have remained stationary, or relatively 
so, for the longest periods. If one may resist change, all 
may, so far as any such general argument is concerned. 
Such combinations of words are legerdemain. They are 
sustained in the mind by an image of mechanical forces 
which must combine in the way indicated, with a change of 
results in a definite line, and directly proportioned to the 
interfering agencies. 

This kind of reasoning pervades Mr. Spencer's works, and 
Mr. Fiske's as well, and is applied unhesitatingly to vital 
and intellectual development. "It is a oorollary from the 
persistence of force, , that in the actions and reactions of force 
and matter, an unlikeness in either of the factors neoossitate8 
an unlikeness in the effects.' When the different portiona 
of any homogeneous aggregate are exposed to the action of 
unlike forces, or to unequal intensities of the same force, 
they are of necessity unequally affected thereby. Between 
the differently exposed parts there arise structural differences, 
entailing differences of property and function. .•... Such 
unlikeness cannot but arise; differentiation must needs take 
place; because it is impossible for all the parts of any aggre
gate to be similarly conditioned with reference to any incident 
force." 1 

The objections to this kind of reasoning are: (a) It 
explains no specific result. Each such result must be defi
nitely referred to specified forces united and interacting 
under given conditions. (b) It overlooks the various ways 
in which forces may expend themselves besides the ways 
alleged, and that the moment we pass from mechanical force, 
forces are convertible, in each instance, in peculiar ways, to 
be learned only by the most exact observation. (c) This 
method would lead from observation to lines of a priori rea--
80ning increasingly futile. (d) It amounts to very little 
more than the truism, Every event must have a cause, and 
these causes are somewhere in the conditions. We should 

1 Coem.Ic Philoeophy. Vol. i. SM. 
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be led to explain facts in this wise. Various forces are 
present; they are persistent; they are in action; every 
action involves a second; actions and reactions establish 
relations; these increase in number; hence, at length, a 
world, a solar system, a universe. 

All that Mr. Spencer does shows the futility of this 
method by which he pieces out the remainder - by which 
he completes an inductive with a deductive argument. Either 
the induction is not needed, or it cannot be finished by de
duction, and the effort to do it is a jugglery of. words. It is 
strange that philosophers who so inveigh against the subtilties 
of mediaeval logic should fall into a like method; for we 
must insist that this is a. method quite like the mediaeval. 

We have done scanty justice to our subject; but we have 
had scanty opportunity. Much that we ha.ve said may seem 
poorly supported; but it may none the less suffice to direct 
attention to important points. 


